
B2 FOR ME - Plan (18 Jul 2018)

Week 26

Reading

- Reading and Use of English Part 5

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181533-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-reading-and-use-of-english-part-5.pdf

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to encourage students to skim-read the text before answering the questions. It will help students to identify correct options and

eliminate incorrect ones in multiple-choice tasks. This resource should take 50 minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer lesson.

50 minutes | Lesson Plan | PDF

- Reading and Use of English Part 6

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181536-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-reading-and-use-of-english-part-6.pdf

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to familiarise students with Part 6 of the Reading and Use of English paper and help them develop techniques for tackling this type

of task. This resource should take 50 minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer lesson.

50 minutes | Lesson Plan | PDF

- Reading and Use of English Part 7

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181539-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-reading-and-use-of-english-part-7.pdf

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to discuss and develop strategies with your students for dealing with multiple-matching tasks. This resource should take 50

minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer lesson.

50 minutes | Lesson Plan | PDF

Listening

- Listening Part 1

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181498-Cambridge-English-B2-First-for-Schools-Listening-Part-1.zip

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to familiarise students with Part 1 of the Listening paper and develop strategies to deal with multiple-choice questions. You can

follow up this resource with a Listening task using an audio recording of a past paper. This resource should take 50 minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer

lesson.

50 minutes | Lesson Plan + Audio Files | ZIP

- Listening Part 2

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181500-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-listening-part-2.zip

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to familiarise students with Part 2 of the Listening paper and give them strategies for dealing with it. You will use an audio

recording in this activity. This resource should take 40 minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer lesson.

40 minutes | Lesson Plan + Audio Files | ZIP

- Listening Part 3

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/181501-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-listening-part-3.zip

This is a lesson plan. You can also use it to familiarise students with Part 3 of the Listening paper and give them practice in identifying paraphrasing. You will use

worksheets and an audio recording in this activity. This resource should take 40 minutes, but can be adjusted to fill a shorter or longer lesson.

40 minutes | Lesson Plan + Audio Files | ZIP

- Idiom Video 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1sIlfSTYoM&amp;amp;amp;list=PL5146C9A4FD908B6D&amp;amp;amp;index=7
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This short video explains the idiom - to break the ice. It is part of a series of short, fun clips that show the real meaning of popular English idioms and how to use them in

everyday life.

5 minutes | Video | URL

- Idiom Video 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qZ549IjeHo&amp;amp;list=PL5146C9A4FD908B6D&amp;amp;index=5

This short video explains the idiom - a piece of cake. It is part of a series of short, fun clips that show the real meaning of popular English idioms and how to use them in

everyday life.

5 minutes | Video | URL
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